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abstract: This paper is to introduce the procedures involved in the development and

validation of a parking design and simulation model, PARKSIM 2, which could be used to

evaluate the design of a parking lot layout. The performance measurement on a design will
provide quantitative information to parking lot designers enabling them to choose the best

iuyout. pARKSIM 2 is a PC-based microscopic, discrete computer simulation model. It can

duplicate the vehicle and pedestrian movements as well as the interactions between them in

a parking lot. The measurement includes space utilisation, vehicle travel time and conflicts.

T.INTRODUCTION

Transport systems provide a variety of services allowing users to partake in desired

activiiies. The provision of parking facilities is an integral part of the system and has an

important role to play in providing the required services, and therefore enhancing the

,yri"-. In providing an efficient parking service to satisfy the coherent demand, the design

of parking lots and the management of the facilities should be taken into account.

1.1 Current Design Procedures

In current parking lot design process, standards are available to guide the designers on the

correct size of parking lot components. Recommended practices for the design of parking

lot componenti are plentiful. In Australia, the National Association of Australian State

Authorities published the guide to Traffic Engineering Practice (NAASRA, 1982) to aid in

the design of parking facilities. Other useful references include Brierley (1972), the

Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook (ITE,1982) and Ogden and Bennett

(1989). However, no reference is available on the investigation of the performance or the

',level of service" of a parking lot. Research into the development of a design tool to
estimate the overall performance of a particular parking layout is limited (Fanow, 1984)'

The difficulty in developing mathematical models for investigating parking lot

performance has long existed.

Although the existing references and manuals provide useful information on parking

surveys-and design procedures for the individual components of a parking system, methods

to gather these components into an overall systematic design are not well described.

Moieover, no method is available on the evaluation of the performance of a parking lot. In

particular, little effort has been directed at researching into the "level of service" on off-

itreet parking facilities. The standard of parking lot designs varies with the experience of
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the designers or planning engineers. Therefore, considerations need to be given to the

development of procedures to improve the design and management of parking facilities.

1.2 The Problems Associated with Current Design Methods

There are many references, and computer aided design and analysis packages available to

assist engineers to evaluate their proposed designs (e.g. ARRl23, SIDRA and INTANAL
for the design of a signalised intersection, and Traffikplan for network assessment).

Determining the best parking lot layout, however, has not been effectively addressed by the

current design process (Young, 1986). From a user's point of view, it is useful to introduce

the concept of "level of service" into the design considerations. The "level of service" of a
parking station is a slippery notion. It is influenced by the delay experienced by the drivers,

ease of movement into and out of the facility, ease of parking and unparking, pedestrian

movements and the physical environment of the facility (e.g. lighting, drainage etc.). Apart

from these requirements, there are still some other concerns needing to be considered in the

design process towards the development of a good parking lot layout. In general, the design

of a parking lot includes three important concerns:

r the definition of the static capacity,
I the circulation of vehicles searching for a space, parking in a space, Iooking for an

acceptable gap to unpark, unparking and leaving the lot, and

r the level of conflicts between parking lot users'

The determination of the static capacity has been well researched (Young, 1988). The

investigation of vehicle circulation and parking lot conflicts, however, has not been so well

studied. Although parking system designers often consider the efficiency of a parking lot

layout in terms of space-hours, they can rarely quantify the "level of service" offered by the

lot due to the absence of physical and theoretical development in design process (Young

and Yue, 1992).

There are several dimensions to be taken into account in measuring the "level of service" of
a parking lot. One of them relates back to the static capacity. The probability of finding a

parking space influences a parker's perception of the quality of the system. This may also

affect the utilisation of the lot. Another dimension relates to the travel time within the lot.

A lower travel time may indicate a better parking lot layout. The third dimension is vehicle

to vehicle conflicts and vehicle to pedestrian conflicts in a parking lot. These have been left

to the designer's judgment in parking lot design practice and no systematic evaluation

method has been developed to solve the uncertainties'

1..3 The Use of Models in Parking Lot Design

Although the comparisons of the performance for different existing parking lots is always

possible, using video recording techniques to collect and analyse parking related data are

often time consuming and can only be used to investigate the existing parking lots. New or

proposed designs cannot be investigated using this approach. Moreover, changes of an

existing parking lot layout involve a considerable cost associated with remarking and

reconstruction if it has been found inefficient. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a more
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efficient method to assist in the evaluation of parking lot layouts at design stage. One

approach is to develop a simulation model which can be used to evaluate the performance

for different parking lot layouts.

Using computer aided design methods and simulation models in solving transport and

traffic engineering problems have considerable advantages. Simulation offers the means of

quantifying measures of performance for complex situations where theoretical models are

inconclusive. Simulation models can be used to estimate the likely effects for various

changes that a traffic engineer or planner may have in mind only for one particular layout.

They can also be used to gain increased understanding of traffic systems by experimenting

with the models in ways that are not practical in reality (Allsop, 1985). Therefore, it is
necessary to consider using computer technology to improve the traditional parking lot

design and evaluation techniques. Based on the existing computer hardware and software,

it is possible to incorporate parking lot design procedures into a computer simulation

model, as models can carry out this task very rapidly in a convenient way at a lower cost'

Consequently, it will make the design and layout selection process reach a higher standard.

This will heip traffic engineers and parking lot designers to judge if a design is good

regarding thJ measurements of the "level of service" including parking lot utilisation,

average travel time and the degree of conflicts.

2. THE DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF PARKSIM 2

There are three stages in the development of the parking design and simulation model' It

was firsr developed as PARKSIM bised on a simple link simulation model (Young, 1986).

Then the model was refined as PARKSIM I to include a better search strategy and two way

links. The current version called PARKSIM 2 includes a pedestrian movement model and a

model to simulate the level of conflicts in a car park'

2.1The Early Version of the Model'PARKSIM

The application of microsimulation to parking networks was first attempted by Bourton'

Millei and Sutton (1971). They applied this approach to the modeling of vehicle

movements in multistory car parks. The model generated vehicles entering a parking lot

with information on timl of arrival, passenger occupancy, parking duration, parking time

and unparking time, etc. The output which could be obtained from the simulation model

was th; timelehicles took to find a vacant parking space, the distance driven in the car

park and the time spent queuing in the car park. when the model was run and compared

with the results reported by Ellson ( l9S4), a good correspondence was found' However, the

multistory car park design simulation model did not consider the existence of through

vehicles in ttre- unparkinlg aisles. The simplifications of uniform speed for vehicle and

pedestrian reducedihe u.iourt of information on the interactions of the system users' The

application of the model was limited since the modet did not consider vehicle searching for

a'parking space and assumed that drivers had perfect knowledge about the system'

To investigate the parking and unparking manoeuvres in multi-level parking structures,

Ellson (1984), in an exteision of a previous study (Ellson, 1969), used a discontinuous

distribution model based on discrete time intervals of a half-second' The choice of parking
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spaces by drivers in the model was predetermined. This model could deal with some of the

relationships between parking stall/aisle dimensions and layouts of car parks and the

maximum flows, and it sought to provide a quantitative basis on which some of the traffic
implications of various designs of car parks could be assessed. Although this model was

useful in assessing the design of multi-level car parks, its assumption of a predetermined

search process limited its application. No information on the level of service and conflicts

was provided by this model.

Farrow (1984) developed a discrete event simulation model to study the operation of a

simple parking lot consisting of a single row of parking spaces served by a one way

circulation aisle with a one way entrance and exit. Individual vehicle movements were

incorporated into the parking simulation model. This approach was shown to be a
considerable development. The model basically contained the following three phases:

I an input phase which described a parking lot layout, specified the program control

parameters, and generated the characteristics of a set of vehicles that were

simulated.
I the simulation phase which consisted of a number of update procedures that

simulated each vehicle movement through the parking lot.

I an output phase which summarised and analysed the various measures of the simple

parking lot that included vehicle delay and the number of vehicles unable to park.

Although Farrow's ( 1984) simulation model combined parking lot design procedures with a

simulation model, the information which could be provided by the model was limited. This

model could only be used for a very small and simple parking lot layout (one way link with

a single row maximum of 20 parking spaces). Furthermore, the model could not simulate

traffii conflicr situarions. These restrictions limited the model's applications. Young (1988)

extended the work ofBourton et al. (1971) and Farrow (1984) to incorporate the process of
searching for a parking space, the variability in parking and unparking times, the

inreracrions of through vehicles with parking and unparking vehicles, different vehicle

speeds, car-following behaviour and gap acceptance into a computer aided design

simulation package, called PARKSIM. It was validated on vehicle travel/search time,

parking lot utilisation and the possibility offinding a parking space.

2.2The Refined Version - PARKSIM1

Notwithstanding the fact that PARKSIM made a number of significant advances over the

other simulation models, the limitations involved in the model development have restricted

its application. Generally speaking, PARKSIM was deficient in its specification of the

parking network and the parking space search process. It could only be used to simulate

parking lots with one way links (aisles). Its performance was also affected by the parking

space search process since it was based on a simple assumption which did not replicate to

the actual parking behaviour. These limitations restricted its potential applications. It was,

therefore, necessary to refine and upgrade the model before incorporating pedestrian

movements and conflict measurements with it.

Searching for a parking space is a common activity in a car park. In general, the probability

of finding a parking space influences a parker's perception to the quality of a parking lot.
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Drivers will not visit land-uses such as supermarkets if they cannot find a parking space or

cannot use other forms of transport. This factor also relates to the ability of drivers to

locate their parking spaces within a parking lot. Moreover, different parking lot layouts

may affect the travel/search time for a drivers looking for an appropriate parking space and

the level of congestion of the car park.

To improve the level of service for a car park, the design of parking lots should be

considired as the first step. Poor designs may result in increased searching/travel time,

cause more interactions between users and reduce the efficiency of a lot. Sections in a

parking lot that are not visible or are difficult to reach may be underutilised and this lot

,nuy nir". achieve its maximum capacity. Consequently, it is necessary to investigate the

pur:k"rr' searching procedures and behaviour in a parking lot. The search behaviour is also

irnporturt in the development of the parking lot simulation model'

Although the search process may vary among parkers, the general performance can still be

investilated by field observations. Conventional wisdom may assume that a driver would

choosJthe parking space closest to the final destination. To validate this, a study was

undertaken 
-by 

Young (1988) to investigate whether drivers choose the closest space'

Figure I shows the survey results. The vertical and horizontal axes represent the

freiuencies and the vacant spaces close to the final destination in terms of distances

respectively.

" J":;.: ; i":ll'Ji:i::':l:ill::';::1,::::' "

Figure I Distribution of Parking Space Choice (Young, 1988)

;rom the distribution, it can be seen that the parking spaces closer to the destination attract

inore drivers than those far from it. For instance, the first five closest vacant spaces have

almost the same frequency of being chosen. This indicates the fact that parkers prefer to

choose spaces close to their destination. The closeness to destinations is therefore used as a

basis of ranking parking space priority.

Presenting searching behaviour in the form of a model needs setting up a series of

specificaii,ons. To simulate the vehicle searching behaviour in a car park, there are two

uip""t, which appear potentially important and therefore need to be taken into account in

model developmint. One is the determination of the destination link. The destination link

is the link containing the selected parking space. The other one is the way to replicate

drivers' decision making process in selecting a sPace. To accomplish this process, a parking

space rank/priority data base is employed in the model. The rank/priority data base is

formed by calculating the distanc"r from each parking space to the destination. In the

model, each vehicle reaching an intersection (end of a link) is provided with a knowledge
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matrix. This matrix includes a perceived minimum travel time to each parking space seen

at a decision point. The selection of the parking spaces is based on a list of spaces by
decreasing space rank/priority.

There are two considerations involved in refining and improving PARKSM. The first is
the determination of final link (destination link). Based on the space priority order, vehicles
look at each parking space in turn after reaching an intersection. If there are no parked
vehicles on the line of sight of a searching vehicle to a space with higher priority, the
vehicle will be given the opportunity to consider the minimum travel time and check the
number of vehicles in front. It then chooses the link (destination link) with shorter travel
time and lesser number of vehicles in front. This link choice algorithm may closely reflect
the general vehicle searching behaviour.

The second consideration is the use of a parking space preference system. The preference

system is used to overcome the limitations in PARKSM. It is also particularly designed

for modelling two way link parking lots. Based on the principle described in the link
choice process, a vehicle determines the destination link containing the preferred space at

an intersection point. At the same time, an indicator will be set up for the particular parking

space. Once the indicator is on, this parking space represents the destination for the vehicle.
The driver will move towards this space. However, if a better available space is to be

passed, the new space will be chosen for parking and the parking space indicator which is
set up previously will be withdrawn. Similarly, if a second vehicle passes the space chosen

by a vehicle as the destination and the second vehicle finds it is appropriate, the second

vehicle will park there and the first vehicle must find a new space. This process will
continue through the program updating.

As the determination of the preferred space and the destination link is based on the

considerations of travel time and the number of vehicles in front, the algorithm is generally

able to avoid the possibility of that vehicles can never find a parking space. However, the

above situation may exist in an extreme instance. For example, when many vehicles are

looking for spaces to park while there are limited spaces available in the lot. This situation
may only occur when the car park almost reaches its full capacity. Although the preference

system still works in the circumstances, the first arrival would take the available space. In
reality, it is particularly true that parkers always choose the spaces they can see. In
determining the destination link and the space to park, the closeness of the surrounding
vehicles are also taken into account in the process. When the car park moves towards its
full capacity, it can often be seen that vehicles move around circulating the car park and the

first arriver will take the available space.

The second refinement work carried out was to extend the model to simulate two way links
as PARKSIM could only be used for one way link. Although there are many car parks

using one way system, two way parking lots are even more common. Moreover, as a
simulation model, its one way link capability limited the application. Therefore, another
improvement in the refinement procedure is to extend PARKSIM's capability to simulate
two way link parking lots.

This extension includes two steps. Firstly, the consideration of two way traffic condition in
an aisle is incorporated into the network description. In the network input program, one
section of road between two nodes is defined as two links when it is a two way road. The
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start of a link and the end of a link at intersections are specified through the network

specification. The link description determines the link directions as well as tuming

movements. Secondly, the model assigns vehicles on each link according to their moving

directions and the intersection algorithm considers vehicle tuming movements. "U" tums

are banned at any location in a parking lot. Vehicle changing link can only occur at

intersections.

Two way link provides the flexibility for vehicles to choose an appropriate link which is

closer to their desirable destination (parking space). Vehicles at junctions have more

choices to enter or exit a certain link to reduce queuing delays and may reduce vehicle

travel times. This procedure appears closer to the behaviour in a real parking lot'

After the improvement, the refined model, PARKSIM l, was validated using the data from

two car parks in Melbourne, Australia. The simulated results on parking space utilisation

and vehicle travel time were compared with the data collected' It demonstrated a

reasonable closeness with the real world situation.

2.3 The Current Version - PARKSIM2

Traditionally, the movements of vehicles in parking lots attract more attention due to the

thought thai parking lots are used to supply storage for vehicles. Most of the parking lot

tayoits are dominated by the needs for vehicles. Pedestrian movements are usually given in

u io*". priority or have been ignored in the parking lot design process.

Pedestrian movement does affect people's driving behaviour in a parking lot' For instance'

parking or unparking vehicles have to negotiate with pedestrians who are close to their

irirlni path ftr the right of way. From field observations' many conflicts can be seen

betweJn pedestrian anJvehicle movements. Therefore, there is a need for a more coherent

approach to study vehicle and pedestrian movements in the process of improving parking

toi aesign. Although this can be done by field observations, the cost and time consuming

would Jiscourage the possibility. The other way to accomplish this objective is the use of a

simulation model. As it has beln testified by previous studies, a simulation model can be

employed to replicate a dynamic system and to evaluate its performance. This was

achieved by incorporating pedestrian movement into PARKSIM 2'

Another feature in PARKSIM 2 is that it can be used to evaluate interactions between

parking lot users in terms of the degree of conflicts' The following modules of vehicle to

vehicle and vehicle to pedestrian conflicts were incorporated into the simulation model:

r unparking vehicle with other vehicle conflicts;

I parking vehicle with other vehicle conflicts;

r rear end vehicle conflicts;
I junction vehicle conflicts;
I vehicle parking/unparking with one adjacent space occupied and vehicle

parking/unparking with both adjacent spaces occupied;

I unparking vehicle with pedestrian conflicts;

I parking vehicle with pedestrian conflicts;

r on road vehicle with pedestrian conflicts; and
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junction vehicle with pedestrian conflicts.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF TIIE MODEL

PARKSIM2 is a discrete event microsimulation model which replicates the movement of
individual vehicles through a parking lot. As with most of the simulation models,
PARKSIM2 consists of three parts: the input program, the simulation model and the model
output. The structure of the model is presented in the following sections.

3.1 Model Input

The ability of computer graphics has provided the opportunity of on screen design. The on
screen design system used in PARKSIM is menu driven and user friendly. It runs on an
IBM microcomputer with enhanced graphics. The parking lot layout can be input using a

graphical method or a previously created file. Figure 2 presents a typical parking lot layout
design window. The graphical method requests the designer to move the cursor around the
computer screen until it is at the correct point on the component being considered. The
designer then records the point by pressing the appropriate keys shown on screen menu. It
can be seen that the top left of the window indicates the cursor coordinate, the operation
menu is displayed at right of the window and the centre part of the window provides the
view of the parking lot.

CURSOR II{GR..I

CUBSOR:{ r.m. 12.s0)

COMUNDS:

c - cuRson rNcn.
0. our
R. RECOBD POIMT

SCREEN:

L. LEfr
F. RIGHT

U. UP

D. DOWN

z -zoov

STALT ALLOCATON:

K , EFINE SIAIL
A. STALL ARMYS

Figure 2 Graphical Input

After specifying the parking lot layout the designer is given the option of entering the
network information: the boundary conditions, road network and parking stall locations.
The traffic conditions which include hourly parking demand, origin-destination matrix and
average parking duration are also required to input into the program. The designer can also
revise/modify the inputs when it is necessary.

3.2 Simulation Model

The simulation model accepts information from the input program and provides
information to the output program. It contains an event scheduler, an executive routine and
a number of event routines. The general flow chart of the model is presented in Figure 3.
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PV-PV, PV"UP.PV-TV,PV.P & GEN PEDESTRIAN & P1P2 (3)

PAHKED VEHICLE CONSIDERING TO UNPARK (4)

UP-TV, UP-PV, UP.UP, UP.P, PEDESTHIAN CHECK & PI P2

VEHICLE LOOKING FOB A GAP TO UNPARK
.4l (r, l-I uP-rv, uP-uP, uP-Pv, uP-P

-

I ,tv-v,,tv-P ''' I

Figure 3 The General Flow Chart of PARKSIM 2

Routine 1.' Pedestrian characteristics will be generated.

Routine 2.. Program updates the positions of pedestrians. Conflicts such as

'Junction vehicle to vehicle (JV-V)", "unparking vehicle to through vehicle (UP-

TV)", "parking vehicle with through vehicle (PV-TV)", "rear end vehicle to through

vehicle (RV-TV)", 'Junction vehicle with pedestrian (JV-P)" and "on road vehicle

with pedestrian (ORV-P)" will be recorded in this routine.

Routine 3.' The conflicts of "parking vehicle with parking vehicle (PV-PV)",
"parking vehicle with unparking vehicle (PV-UP)", "parking vehicle with through

vehicle (PV-TV)" and "parking vehicle with pedestrian (PV-P)" are considered.
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Pedestrians will be generated after a vehicle completes its parking manoeuyre. The
number of parking constraints (PlP2) is also recorded.

Routine 4.' "Unparking vehicle with through vehicle (UP-TV)", "unparking vehicle
with parking vehicle (UP-PV)", "unparking vehicle with unparking vehicle (UP-

UP)" and "unparking vehicle with pedestrian (UP-P)" conflicts are assessed in this
routine. Unparking constraints (PlP2) are also recorded.

Routine 5.' "Unparking vehicle with through vehicle (UP-TV)", "unparking vehicle
with uparking vehicle (UP-UP)", "unparking vehicle with parking vehicle (UP-

PV)" and "unparking vehicle with pedestrian (UP-P)" conflicts are recorded in this

routine.
Routine 6.. Routine 6 considers the conflict situations of "rear end vehicle to

vehicle (RV)", "on road vehicle with pedestrian (ORV-P)", "through vehicle with
parking vehicle (TV-PV)" and "through vehicle with unparking vehicle (TV-UP)".

Routine 7.' This routine looks at 'Junction vehicle with vehicle (JV-V)" and

"junction vehicle with pedestrian (JV-P)" conflicts.
Routine 8.' "Junction vehicle with vehicle (JV-V)" and "junction vehicle with
pedestrian (JV-P)" conflicts will be evaluated here when they are queuing at an

intersection.

An importanr feature of PARKSIM 2 is that it is able to display vehicle and pedestrian

movements and the interactions between them. This is facilitated by a colour graphic

presentation as shown in Figure 4. The display allows individual vehicle and pedestrian

movements in a parking lot to be monitored by the designer.

Figure 4 Dynamic Display of PARKSIM 2

The graphic output enables the system performance to be observed and provides the

possibility in evaluating the parking lot performance before its construction. Problem areas

in the lot can be detected more easily than by other methods. It is also useful in program
verification and development stages.
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3.3 Modet Output

The output of PARKSIM uses files created in the input and simulation stages. The general

level of service can be provided by this model. The performance measurements include the

average travel time/search for vehicles which parked and exited the system, the proportion

of vehicle which could not find a parking space in the lot and the utilisation of the parking

spaces and the level of conflicts.

4. MODEL VALIDATION PROCEDURES

After developing a simulation model, it is necessary to test its reliability and suitability

before its aiplication. Validation is an important step in achieving this objective. It

involves noi 
-only 

field data collection but the calibration of model parameters and

comparisons of field data with model outputs'

Since simulation models are always based on certain assumptions and simplifications, it is

unavoidable to contain some specification and measurement errors. Specification errors

result from the assumptions made to specify a particular situation in a model. Measurement

errors come along wiih the model outputs. For instance, a more complicated model would

minimise its specification errors, *t ite its measurement errors may be maximised'

Therefore, simulation models should be calibrated and validated in terms of minimising

both errors before their applications. To evaluate the feasibility and reliability of the

parking simulation model, the traffic and conflict data collected from the field surveys

were uied. Several different procedures were adopted in the calibration process.

4.1 SensitivitY Test

Sensitivity is a measure on the performance of a model. An applicable model should be

sensitive Lnough with any changes of its input data. To examine the model's sensitivity'

pARKSIM 2 was applied to different parking lot layouts with a similar traffic flow

condition and one particular layout with deferent traffic flow conditions. From the model

outputs, vehicle travel time, the numbers of vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to pedestrian

conflicts for different layouts were compared and the reasonableness of the results with

common percePtions assessed'

For the purpose of examining the model's suitability with different parking lot designs'

PARKSIM ) was applied by a group of students. The first step in the study was to test the

robustness of the model to-ineiperienced users and to investigate a variety of parking lot

designs. Third and fourth year undergraduate students are relatively inexperienced in the

design of parking systems even with available references; but they have clear views on

whaiis a gooa una u UuA design. The students were given a parking lot 40 metres by 100

metres and asked to design a parking layout that catered for a total of 800 vehicles in one

day. The shop entrance was placed along the long axis and opposite the adjacent road (on

the top edge). Approximately 100 students took part in the assignment'

All students experienced some difficulties in learning to use the model. This is common

with all softwtre. However, the students became reasonably proficient after using the

605
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model for a few days. Communications between students reduced the learning curve for
some students. This was particularly true for those who started the assignment later.

Even though the parking lot was relatively small, the students still managed to develop

over 80 different layouts. The performance of these layouts are shown in Table l. The

layouts had between 6 to 17 intersections; I I to 36 links, and l2O to 152 parking spaces.

The number of entrances/exits varied from one to three. The traffic flow into the lot was set

at 800 vehicles per day. However, because PARKSIM 2 is a simulation model, stochastic

variations between 720 to 880 vehicles per day were achieved. Based on these layouts, the

model was employed to investigate the performances of the designs. A range of outputs for

different conflicts are presented in Table 9-1. It can be seen that there was considerable

variations on the performance of the lots. The vehicle travel times varied between 20.1 to

136.8 seconds. Pedestrian walk times varied between 30.1 to 41.0 seconds. These travel

times are relatively small but still enable a rough comparison to be made between lots.

Table I Range of Performance of Student Parkins Lot Desiens

Contents Lower value Upper value

Parkins lot layouts

Junctions in lot 6 17

Links in lot I 36

stalls in lot 20 152

Number of entrances 3

Number of exits 3

Traffic flow 720 vph 880 vph

Performance
Vehicle travel time 20. I seconds 136.8 seconds

Pedestrian travel time 30.1 seconds 41.0 seconds

Probability of finding a space 100 percent I 00 percent

Maximum accumulation 106 vehicles 122 vehicles

Occupancy 55 percent 76 percent

V-V Conflicts:
Junction conflicts 17 61

Rear end conflicts 23 14

Unparking conflicts 70 385

Parking conflicts 2t 96

Parking (unparking) with
adiacent space full

348 515

Parking (Unparking) with both

adiacent spaces full
788 1231

The probability of finding a space was 100 percent in all networks since the number of
spaces in most of the lots designed exceeded the maximum accumulation of 122 full
tpu..r. The occupancy varied between 55 and 76 per cent since it was related to the total

number of parking spaces provided in each design. The vehicle to vehicle conflicts in the

different designs varied from l7 to 6l intersection conflicts, 23 to 14 rear end conflicts, 70

to 385 unparking conflicts and 2l to 96 parking conflicts. For the situations where vehicles

were parking (unparking) with constraints, they varied from 348 to 515 with one adjacent
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space full, and between 788 to 1231 with the spaces on both sides occupied. As students

are not very experienced in the design of a parking system, many of the designs were

relatively imaginative. However, there were still a number of designs that provided

reasonably good performance. To conduct a more detailed evaluation of the sensitivity of

the model with different parking lot layouts, three designs from the student exercise were

chosen to investigate the measurements of conflicts.

These layouts are presented in Figures 5 (LI,LZ and L3 refer to layout l, layout 2 and

layout 3j. It can be seen that all three layouts have two entrances/exits. The number of
junctions varies from 6 to 10. Links in the designs are between 12 to 24. The parking

spaces vary from 140 to 152.

607

Figure 5 Parking Lot LaYouts

These three parking lot layouts will be discussed in more detail than those provided by the

students. The model was run 12 times for layouts I and 3 except for a few unsuccessful

runs, and 17 times for layout 2. The input traffic volume was 800 vehicles daily' Because

the random nature of the simulation model, the traffic volumes varied from 752 to 877

daily. Problems found were corrected during the testing'
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The model was run in a mixed order throughout the testing processes. After applying the

model to three different layouts, a set of data can be compared. With the simulated

measurements, the different performance of these layouts with respect to vehicle to vehicle

conflict, vehicle to pedestrian conflict, constraint in parking and unparking can be

evaluated and is shown in Figure 6.

73s 750 76s 780 795 810 825 840 855

Tmmc Fbw

Figure 6 Performance Measurement

As the sensitivity test carried out at this stage was to assess the sensitivity of the simulation

model for different input conditions, no rigorous statistical analysis was conducted in the

process. The individual points in Figure 6 represent the number of daily conflicts measured

against the particular traffic flow levels. The lines in the figures are linear regression curve

fits. Although the coefficients of correlations for these lines were low (between 0.2 to 0.7)
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An Introduction of a Parking Design and Simulation Model 609

based on the limited runs, it could be improved through increasing the number of runs.
Even though, a clear trend is still able to be distinguished from the figures.

In overall terms, layout one appears to provide the lowest Ievels of vehicle to vehicle and

vehicle to pedestrian conflicts. Layouts two and three provide marginal different
information on their performance associated with different measures.

In comparison with our common perception with the three different layouts presented, it is
no doubt that PARKSIM 2 was able to cope with different designs. Although the variations
with the model outputs are relatively high, it still provides a positive indication that the

model could distinguish the differences in layouts and simulate a set of reasonable

performance data.

Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that PARKSIM 2 enables the different parking

lot layouts to be simulated and it is sensitive to different layouts. Through the comparison

of the three layouts, the model demonstrated its capability in evaluating the performance of
various parking layouts. It provides consistent outputs which are reasonable when

compared with anticipated performance.

In testing the sensitivity of PARKSIM 2 further, the use of different parking demands with

a same layout was adopted. To accomplish the sensitivity test for different traffic flows, the

model was applied to a layout shown in Figure 7. The car parking provides parking service

for a Safeway in Melbourne, Australia. This is the parking lot used to collect traffic and

conflict data for the purpose of model validation. It consists of 149 parking spaces, three

entrances/exits and one shop entrance.

WARRIGAL ROAO

Figure 7 The Parking Lot In Melbourne, Australia

PARKSIM 2 was applied to the parking lot for parking demand ranging from 100 to 1500

vehicles per day. The distribution of hourly traffic flow and the origin destination matrix

associated with the different ranges of traffic flows were calculated according to the

proportions of the actual traffic data. Based on the real parking lot layout, the collected

average parking duration, the calculated distribution of hourly traffic flow and origin

destination matrix, the traffic flows of 100, 500, 1200 and 1500 vehicles per day were used

as input variables in the testing process. After running the model for a number of times, a

set of model outputs associated with different traffic flow conditions were obtained. The

range of model outputs is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 Range of Output Summary

Contents Parking demand (vehicles

Parking demand r00 s00 r 200 1500

Vehicle to Vehicle Conflict
Junction conflicts 0-3 6-22 89-185 186-215

Rear end conflicts 0-5 t2-20 63-1 r8 88- I 25

Unoarkins conflicts 0-7 53-90 300-360 600

Parkins conflicts 0 18-37 79-157 212-260

Parking (Unparking) with
adiacent space full

60-90 32s-360 610-680 695-715

Parking (Unparking) with both

adiacent spaces full
20-40 450-550 12tO-1420 1 890- l 990

Vehicle to Pedestrian Conflict
Junction conflicts 0 0 24-63 78-102

On road conflicts 0 25-40 I 30-280 380-425

Unoarking conflicts 0-4 22-31 90- l 35 150-175

Parkine conflicts 0-3 18-21 76-103 I I l-135

From Table 3 it can be seen that the changes of parking demand clearly affect the

performance of a parking lot in terms of level of conflicts considerably. The above results

are expected from our daily experience about the operation of a car park - when parking

demand increasing, the conflict frequency increases. The relationships are monotonically

increasing when parking demand increases since more vehicles and pedestrians will cause

more conflicts. The outputs from PARKSIM 2 are consistent with the general

undersranding of the operation of a parking lot. The simulation results vary with the

changes of the input traffic flow. Therefore, it is believed that the model has the ability to
produce results consistent with general expectation.

Based on the above sensitivity test, it can be seen that the model itself is stable. It satisfies

the requirement that small changes to the input data will lead to small changes in the

ourput. The model appears to produce the likely response to the particular traffic

circumstances.

4.2 Model Validation

After the sensitivity test, PARKSIM 2 was validated. Model validation is an important

stage, yet a difficult task to be achieved in the process of a simulation model development.

It requires the application of the model to a real situation and comparisons of the model's

outputs with real data (Yue and Young, 1992).

As mentioned in the model sensitivity test, PARKSIM 2 is sensitive to changes in the

parking lot layout or traffic flow conditions. Parameters such as traffic flow levels, average

parking duration and the origin destination flows will definitely affect the model's

performance. Since field data collection is time consuming, the model validation in this

study did not attempt to use a different car park. PARKSIM 2 was applied to the same car

park as used for the model calibration (Friday Data, l/1 l/91. Although the use of the same
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car park with different traffic conditions may be a less rigorous validation test, it would

still demonstrate the transferability at certain level (Yue and Young, 1993). Therefore, this

application can be considered as an independent model validation process'

To test whether or not the simulation model was reliable enough to predict a real world

conflict situation, PARKSIM 2 was validated with the Saturday traffic conditions

(ztlllgl). The parking system is the Safeway Supermarket as described and shown in

Figure 7.

The input variables into the model are the origin destination matrix, traffic flow variations

on hourly basis and the average parking duration collected on the Saturday (Yue and

young, 1994). In the investigation of the efficiency of the model, a confidence interval test

was eiiployed in evaluating the performance of the model. The model outputs were based

on the traffic flow condiiions, the origin destination matrix and the average parking

duration for Saturday (zllltgl). The parking lot data used to compare with the model

results were collected on the Saturday. To generate a sample, the model was run thirteen

times. This sample was used to evaluate whether or not the model performed well' The

confidence interval test is presented in Figure 8 in which "+" means upper and lower limits

and "A" means field data points..
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are within the confidence intervals. This indicates that PARKSIM 2 has the potential to be

a predictable tool in investigating the performance of a parking system.

5. CONCLUSION

Through all these test and validation procedures, the model demonstrated the capability to
predict the performance of a parking system in terms of conflict levels reasonably well. In
light of the above, the following conclusions are reached:

PARKSIM 2 was sensitive with parking lot layout changes. The model outputs were

consistent with the general perceptions of the layouts. It appeared to provide the likely
response with the different layouts.

PARKSIM 2 was sensitive with changes in parking demands. It provided a monotonic

increase when parking demand increases. This reflected the fact that the simulated results

were consistent with the general understanding of the operation of a parking system.

The conflict assessment criteria and the minimum thresholds used in the field surveys were

employed to form the specification parameters in PARKSIM 2.0. The model calibration

procedures were systematically consistent with the field data collection approach.

The calibration procedures were efficient. This was proved by the comparison of hourly

conflict data. To evaluate the effectiveness of the model parameter optimisation, a

confidence interval test demonstrated PARKSM 2 enabled the calibrated condition to be

replicated.

To ensure the reliability and predictability of PARKSIM 2.0, the model was applied to

investigate the conflict situation for a real parking lot. The Saturday (2llll91) traffic data

(the traffic flow, origin destination matrix and the average parking duration) from a

Melbourne parking lot was used as the model's inputs. The model outputs show that

PARKSIM 2 is able to be considered as a tool to investigate the conflicts for a parking lot.

This conclusion was examined by comparing the hourly model results and real data as well
as the confidence interval test.

Due to the limitation of time and resources, the model hasn't reached its desirable level yet.

It is expected that the delay experienced by drivers in a car park could be included in the

model in the future development.
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